Abstract. Magnetic moments of more than one hundred odd-odd spherical nuclei in ground and excited states are calculated within the self-consistent TFFS based on the EDF method by Fayans et al. We limit ourselves to nuclei with a neutron and a proton particle (hole) added to the magic or semimagic core. A simple model of no interaction between the odd nucleons is used. In most the cases we analyzed, a good agreement with the experimental data is obtained. Several cases are considered where this simple model does not work and it is necessary to go beyond. The unknown values of magnetic moments of many unstable odd and odd-odd nuclei are predicted including sixty values for excited odd-odd nuclei.
Introduction
Description of nuclear magnetic moments was always some sort of polygon for nuclear theory. In addition, a systematic analysis of magnetic moments gives a unique information about spin components of the effective nuclear forces. Modern Radioactive Ion Beam facilities provide access to long chains of isotopes and isotones including the radioactive ones. Spectroscopy techniques using highintensity lasers allow for precision measurements of spins and magnetic moments of odd and odd-odd nuclei in their ground and isomeric states. As a result, there is now a huge number of experimental data for magnetic moments [1, 2] of stable and unstable nuclei. A consistent theoretical description of these data is necessary for safe interpretation of the structure of the ground and excited states of odd and odd-odd nuclei. As an example we mention an observation of Refs. [3, 4] that a sharp change of the magnetic moment value between neighboring odd isotopes may give a signal of the deformation phase transition.
Last decade, magnetic moments of nuclei of 1f − 2p shell, 40 < A < 90, were successfully described within the Many-Particle Shell Model (MPSM) [5, 6] . This approach is very comprehensive as it takes into account different many-particle correlations. The necessity to introduce many parameters of the effective interaction, the single-particle mean field and the effective particle charges is some deficiency of the MPSM. These parameters are valid for the shell under consideration only and should be changed provided one goes to any other shell. In addition, a Corresponding author; e-mail: kamerdzhiev@ippe.ru the domain of the MPSM applications is limited up to now to nuclei with A < 90 ÷ 100.
To our knowlege, the Theory of Finite Fermi Systems (TFFS) [7] was the only consistent approach used for systematic analysis of magnetic moments in heavy nuclei. It operates with rather small number of the LandauMigdal (LM) parameters and those for the quasiparticle local charges e q universal for all nuclei, except for the lightest ones.
In Refs. [3, 4] cited above, a wide array of magnetic moments of spherical odd magic and odd semimagic nuclei 1 was successfully described within the self-consistent TFFS based on the Generalized Energy Density Functional(EDF) by Fayans et al. [8, 9, 10] with the DF3 set of parameters [9, 10] to calculate the self-consistent mean field. The spin-dependent LM parameters were used found many years ago [11] from the analysis of various magnetic characteristics of 208 Pb and its odd neighbors. As to the local charge e q , a tensor term with the parameter ζ t was added to the usual TFFS local charge with the spin and orbital parameters ζ s and ζ l . Correspondingly, the ζ s value was a little change in comparison with [11] but the ζ l parameter remained the same. The so-called "singlequasiparticle approximation" was used based on the consideration of an odd nucleus in terms of one quasi-particle added to the even-even magic or semimagic core in the fixed state λ = (n, l, j, m) with the energy ε λ . According to TFFS [7] , a quasi-particle differs from a particle of the single-particle model in two respects. First, it possesses the local charge e q and, second, the core is polarized due to the interaction between the particle and the core nucleons via the LM effective interaction. In other words, the quasiparticle possesses the effective charge e eff caused by the polarizability of the core which is found by solving the TFFS equations. In the MPSM, it is introduced as a fitted parameter for the shell under consideration. Experimental data on magnetic moments of more than one hundred odd nuclei were reproduced, with several exceptions, with an accuracy of (0.1÷0.2)µ N , µ N being the nuclear magneton. However, there are several odd-proton nuclei where the accuracy was essentially worse [3] . E. g., in the magic 209 Bi nucleus the deviation from experiment reaches ≃ 0.4µ N and in the semimagic 125, 127 In, even ≃ 0.5µ N .
Recently, a similar approach has been successfully applied for the quadrupole moments Q of magic and semimagic odd nuclei [13] with an improved version DF3-a [14] of the original DF3 functional [9, 10] which differs from DF3 only a little, with the spin-orbit and effective tensor force parameters of the EDF. For this problem, the spin-independent LM amplitude enters the TFFS equations for Q which can be found directly as the second variational derivative over density of the EDF used. Again rather good accuracy in description of the experimental quadrupole moments, ≃ (0.1 ÷ 0.2) b, was obtained, and again in several cases the agreement was essentially worse.
These cases of disagreement for both the magnetic moments and quadrupole ones indicated that sometimes the simplest one-quasiparticle model works not sufficiently well and some corrections should be taken into account. The phonon coupling (PC) effects are the most evident candidate for such corrections. Very recently, they were analyzed for magnetic moments [15, 16] . The main result can be formulated briefly as follows. For magic nuclei, the PC corrections are very small, much less than 0.1µ N , and can not help in solving the problem of 209 Bi. For semimagic nuclei, they are larger but usually do not exceed 0.1µ N . However, there are cases of the proton-odd semimagic nuclei where they reach (0.3÷0.4)µ N . In particular, the PC corrections do solve the problem of 125,127 In nuclei mentioned above. Thus, the one-quasiparticle model works well in magic nuclei and in the major part of semimagic nuclei but in the last case the PC corrections are sometimes important.
In view of the overall success of this approach in odd magic and semimagic nuclei it's seems reasonable to extend it for magnetic moments of odd-odd nuclei where each odd nucleon component is odd magic or only one of them is odd semimagic. We use the same strategy supposing in the first step that the odd components satisfy the single-quasiparticle approximation. In addition, we use the simplest model of no interaction between the odd particles. Going beyond this model is rather complicated as one should solve some RPA-like equations in the particleparticle or particle-hole channels with the corresponding effective interactions which are not known sufficiently well. For some nearmagic odd-odd nuclei it has been made in the works by Isakov et al., see for example [17, 18] , in order to describe the excited states of these nuclei. In particular, it was found for 134 Sb that the low-lying states are "rather pure" [17] . This consideration confirms our ansatz. In addition, this ansatz can be checked in a pure phenomenological way for nuclei with known experimental values of magnetic moments of odd nucleon subsystems. As we will see, this model does is confirmed generally by a reasonable agreement with the available experimental data. However, there are several cases where this simplest model does not work and a configuration mixing should be taken into account.
Magnetic moments of odd nearmagic and semimagic nuclei
The general calculation scheme for odd nuclei is described in detail in [3] . Here we write down only several formulas which are necessary to understand the main ingredients of our approach. Within the TFFS, the static magnetic moment µ λ of an odd nucleus with the odd nucleon in the state |λ =|n, l, j, m ≡ |ν, m can be found in terms of the diagonal matrix element λ|V (ω = 0)|λ of the effective field V in the static external field V 0 ,
where τ = p, n and S µ j = j (j+1)(2j+1) is the corresponding 3j-symbol value.
The equation for the effective field is written in the representation of the single-particle wave functions as
where the short notation 1 ≡ λ 1 is used. For the static case we consider and nuclei without pairing, the propagator A 12 is as follows
where n 1 = (0, 1) are the occupation numbers.
In the case of nuclei with pairing, in general it is necessary to solve a set of three equations instead of one Eq. (2), which contains two additional equations for the change of the pairing gap, d 1 and d 2 , in the external field V 0 , see [7] . However, as it was found in [3] , their contribution for the magnetic moment problem is small, therefore we will not take them into account. In this case, only the quantity A in Eq. (2) is changed for nuclei with pairing:
where E 1 = (ε 1 − µ) 2 + ∆ 2 1 , µ and ∆ 1 being the chemical potential and the diagonal matrix element of the gap ∆, correspondingly. The effective spin-dependent LM interaction is:
After separation of angular parts in Eq.(2) one obtains
Here
and
where R τ νi are the radial single-particle wave functions. The local quasi-particle charge in Eq.(2) is as follows
so that the values e 
The parameter values C 0 , ζ l , ζ s , g, g ′ which we used to solve Eq.(6) are as follows: C 0 = 300 MeV fm 3 , ζ l = -0.05, ζ s = 0.08, g = 0.1, g ′ = 1.1 [3] . Eq. (6) was solved in the representation of the selfconsistent single-particle wave functions on the base of the functional by Fayans et al. [10] with the set DF3a [14] of the parameters. To reliably take into account the singleparticle continuum we used the spherical box with the radius R = 24 cm and the upper cut for the single-particle spectrum equal to 50 MeV. In order to check the convergence, the upper cut was taken as 100 MeV for several isotopes of Sn, Pb and Bi. It turned out that the difference from the 50 MeV cut was less than 1%. Like in [3, 13] , to obtain the magnetic moments values in semimagic odd nuclei, we used the half-sum of the magnetic moments values (which, as a rule, are very close to each other) in two neighboring even nuclei. Thus, the present calculations differ from those of Ref. [3] in the following: i) the representation of single-particle wave functions has been used, ii)we have used a slightly simplified version of the effective forces as compared with Ref. [3] , in particular, the π-and ρ-exchange forces have not been considered. Together with our main approximation, i.e. the neglect of the interaction between odd proton and odd neutron, all our approximations probably have the similar order of magnitude. It is clear, however, that our simple model to calculate magnetic moments of odd-odd nuclei within such an approximation should be checked quantitatively before the above-mentioned corrections are included, and this check should be done for all of them in order to be within the same level of accuracy. For the purpose of comparison, the results of Ref. [3] are given in Tables 1, 2 and 3 for nuclei common for the present calculation and that of Ref. [3] , it is about 30% of the total number of odd nuclei considered here. We see that the agreement between our results and the results of Ref. [3] is rather good. In addition to the above arguments, we should note that the agreement with the experiment obtained in Ref. [3] is within 0.1-0.2 µ N , which is almost always the same for our results, and this fact justifies partly our approximations.
We calculated only magnetic moments of those odd nuclei which are necessary to construct the odd-odd ones under consideration, see below our selection for them.
The results of the calculations are presented in Table 1 Tables 2 and 3 for odd semimagic nuclei. For nearmagic odd nuclei, Table 1, we obtained a  good agreement with the experiment, except for 209 Bi, see discussion in Introducion. As for semimagic odd nuclei, a good agreement with the experiment is also obtained with the same accuracy 0.1-0.2 µ N as in Ref. [3] 
Magnetic moments of odd-odd nuclei
If we neglect the interaction between two odd quasi-particles, the magnetic moment of an odd-odd nucleus with the spin J is as follows:
where Ψ JJ = Σϕ 1 ϕ 2 < j 1 m 1 j 2 m 2 | JJ > and ϕ 1 is the single-particle wave function with the quantum numbers 1 ≡ λ 1 ≡ (n 1 , j 1 , l 1 , m 1 ). Then the expression for the ground state magnetic moment of the odd-odd nucleus is as follows:
where µ n and µ p are taken from Eq.(1). Eq. (15) is also true for three other cases with odd holes. Thus, within such a simple approximation, the problem is reduced to the calculations of magnetic moments of corresponding odd-even nuclei. One can take the values of magnetic moments of odd nuclei from the experiment (phenomenological approach ), and one can also calculate them microscopically with Eq. (6) and obtain the magnetic moments of corresponding odd-odd nuclei according to Eq. (15) . We see that there is a pure phenomenological method to check our main approximation to neglect the interaction between two odd quasi-particles, if there are experimental data on magnetic moments of two odd corresponding nuclei. It turned out that there are a lot of cases like these. In all calculations for odd-odd nuclei given in Tables 4-8 we show the results of our phenomenological calculations (column µ phen ) made with the use of experimental values of ground state magnetic moments of odd nuclei, according to Eq. (15) . A very reasonable general agreement with the experiment for magic nuclei as well as for semimagic ones confirms our main approximation of no interaction between odd quasi-particles.
In the present article, for the simplicity and definiteness, we restrict ourselves by using only ground state magnetic moments of odd nuclei in order to obtain magnetic moments of odd-odd nuclei, according to Eq. (15) . This fact restrict noticeably the selection of odd-odd nuclei simply because of the spin and parity selection rules. However, to describe the magnetic moments of odd-odd nuclei for the case of semi-degenerated single-particle levels we are forced to use the magnetic moments values of odd nuclei in excited states as well, see Sec. 3.2.2 and Tables 2 and  3 . Also, we avoided nuclei with presumably strong manyparticle correlation effects.
It should be noted that signs of the experimental magnetic moments values, which are taken from [1, 2] , are not always measured. In such cases we predict the unknown signs. As far as in all cases of the known experimental sign, the theoretical one, from both the columns µ th and µ phen , is correct, our predictions for unknown signs should be reliable.
Magnetic moments of odd-odd nearmagic nuclei
The results of the calculations for magic odd-odd nuclei are given in Table 4 . A reasonable agreement with the available experimental data was obtained for both the "theoretical" columns, µ th and µ phen , except for 208 Bi and 210 Bi isotopes. In the first case, the phenomenological value agrees with the data reasonably well, hence the discrepancy of 0.34 µ N for µ th value can be mainly attributed to the known uncertainty of the theoretical magnetic moment of 209 Bi as it was discussed above. In the 210 Bi case, the situation is different. Here both the µ phen and µ th values disagree with the data at approximately 0.3 µ N hence the correct inputs of odd components do not save. Evidently, some configuration mixing should be taken into account. This point should be analyzed separately. For all other cases, our main approximation of no interaction between odd quasi-particles is confirmed.
Taking into account such a reasonable description of the ground state magnetic moments of nearmagic odd-odd nuclei presented in Table 4 and the fact that the phonon contribution in magic nuclei should be small [15, 16] , we have calculated the magnetic moments in excited states for these nuclei using, as earlier in Table 4 , the ground state phenomenological (if any) or theoretical values for magnetic moments of odd nearmagic nuclei. These results are given in Tables 5 and 6 . Unfortunately, the number of experimental data is scarce but in the five cases where there are experimental data our description is reasonable. We hope that our predictions are reliable enough.
Magnetic moments of odd-odd semimagic nuclei
The results of the calculations of magnetic moments in odd-odd semimagic nuclei are given in Table 7 . In general, the agreement with the experiment is a little worse, than that for magic nuclei. As it was discussed above, to estimate accuracy of the model used, the comparison of the experimental values µ exp with the phenomenological ones, µ phen , is of primary importance. There are two cases, 94 Tc and 126 Sb, with disagreement of about 0.5 µ N . They need an additional analysis. In the major part of nuclei considered µ phen and µ th agree very well with each other. There is the only case, when this is not true, the 206 Bi nucleus, which is caused by the input from the odd 207 Bi isotope, for here the disagreement is almost the same as for 209 Bi, (6) see Introduction. The 90 Nb case should be discussed separately. Here the experimental magnetic moment of the odd 90 Nb nucleus is not known and therefore the µ phen value is absent. In this case, the theoretical prediction disagrees with the data at approximately 0.5 µ N just as for two nuclei discussed above. In this case, it is not clear either our model or the input value of the proton magnetic moment or both are to be blamed for that. As the analysis in [15, 16] showed, the phonon corrections to magnetic moments of the odd-proton nuclei in this region is approximately 0.3 µ N . Hence these corrections should be included into the analysis.
Another possible reason for disagreement with the experiment may be a close position of the single-particle levels in any of two odd subsystems leading to a strong configuration mixture. In nuclei with pairing we deal in this subsection there is an additional reason for such closeness if to compare with magic ones. Indeed, the singleparticle spectrum is now given with the Bogolyubov energies, E λ = ∆ 2 λ + (ε λ − µ) 2 . If we deal with two singleparticle states λ 1 , λ 2 close to the Fermi level, ε λ1 −µ < ∆ λ1 and ε λ2 − µ < ∆ λ2 , the energy difference |E λ1 − E λ2 | is less, and could be significantly less, than the initial one, |ε λ1 −ε λ2 |. This is the reason why the configuration mixing in semimagic odd-odd nuclei is, in general, more important than in the magic ones.
We We have found five odd-odd semimagic nuclei with known magnetic moments in the excited states, which satisfy the single-quasiparticle approximation and give an additional possibility to check our main approximation of no interaction between two quasi-particles. The results are given in Table 8 and they again confirm the model used.
The case of strong configuration mixture: Tl isotopes and others.
In this subsection, we consider several cases of odd-odd semimagic nuclei where it is necessary go beyond our simple model because of the strong configuration mixture of due to close single-particle energies in one of the odd subsystems. Results are presented in Table 9 . Seven odd-odd Tl isotopes (A = 192-204) present the most instructive example. The experimental values of their magnetic moments are small, see Table 9 , and change the sign in the middle of the chain. It is a signal that the low-lying neutron single-particle states p 3/2 and f 5/2 participate on approximately equal footing in the odd-odd wave function. Indeed, as one can see from Table 2 , the magnetic moment values in odd Pb isotopes in these states have opposite signs and approximately equal absolute values. Therefore, their partial contributions to the magnetic moment of the odd-odd isotopes should compensate each other. In our single-particle self-consistent scheme these levels are almost degenerated, so the realization of the configuration [3s
] can be realistic in order to explain the small values of magnetic moments in Tl isotopes. Explicit theory of the configuration mixing is rather complicated, therefore, at this stage we construct the odd-odd wave function using a fitting procedure. So, we introduce the corresponding mixing coefficient α and find it to explain the experimental data:
where
and µ (2) are magnetic moments of the configurations (1) and (2). It turned out that the α values are 0.60-0.77, with a Table 9 . They give us the information about the quasiparticle structure of the odd-odd nuclei under consideration where the simple model we used previously does not work. It can be used for finding other characteristics of these nuclei.
In our single-particle scheme, we have found nuclei with close energies of three (in 88 Rb, 90 Y) and four (in 114 Sb, 116 Sb) single-particle levels. To reliably describe such nuclei, the explicit theory of configuration mixing should be developed. 4 Comparison with the MPSM calculations [5] .
In Table 10 , we compare our results µ th for odd and oddodd nuclei with those obtained within the MPSM approach [5] for f p shell nuclei. We did not include in this table the 58 Co nucleus for which, see Table 9 , agreement is obtained by fitting the coefficient α. The agreement between the experiment, our results and the usual shell model calculations µ th1 are rather reasonable. The improved shell model results µ th2 , which were obtained due to using some new fitted parameters, give a little better agreement with the experiment. It should be noted that in our calculations there were no new or fitted parameters and our method is applicable to any nuclei, not only the f p shell ones. 
Conclusion
A simple model of no interaction between the odd proton and the odd neutron is used to describe magnetic moments of odd-odd nuclei in terms of the magnetic moments of the neighboring odd nuclei. To check this approximation, a phenomenological analysis was carried out where the experimental magnetic moments of odd nuclei were used. It showed that in the major number of nuclei the model works reasonably well. The magnetic moments of about one-hundred odd and more than one-hundred odd-odd nuclei have been calculated within the universal approach which uses the selfconsistent single particle basis calculated with the EDF by Fayans et al. and the TFFS effective spin forces. The parameters of the EDF and spin forces are well-known and have been successfully used in the calculations of many other nuclear characteristics. The experimental data for about sixty new (as compared with Ref. [3] ) odd nuclei were reproduced with almost the same accuracy of 0.1-0.2µ N as in the previous work [3] . The experimental values of magnetic moments for about 20 odd-odd semimagic nuclei in ground and excited states were reproduced with approximately the same accuracy. The values of magnetic moments for 60 odd-odd magic nuclei in excited states have been predicted. Several odd-odd nuclei are considered including seven Tl isotopes, where it is necessary to go beyond our simple model and take into account the configuration mixture. Agreement with the data is automatically obtained by fitting the mixing coefficient. It can be used for calculations of other characteristics of these nuclei.
In all cases where the experimental signs of magnetic moments of odd and odd-odd nuclei are known, our calculations gave the same signs, therefore, our predictions of the signs may be considered as reliable. Most of considered odd and odd-odd nuclei are unstable with a rather short time of life. In our calculations, we have used a small number of known parameters, which are universal and can be used for all nuclei. For this reason, our predictions for unstable nuclei may be considered as rather reliable.
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